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affiliates.stellar

JOIN & EARN
UPTO 50%
COMMISSION

Start monetizing your blog, social media,
website, forums etc. by joining our program.
With our Aﬃliate Program, you can earn some of the best
commission rates in the industry – join and earn upto. 50% on
every sale. Our software are award winning and help you
monetize.

EARN $150,000 A YEAR
Stellar is known as Data Care Expert for its best selling data recovery,
data erasure and data migration software. These software are award
winning and sell very well in the consumer and enterprise segment.
As a Stellar aﬃliate, you can sell these software through your website,
blogs, videos, forums etc.

Start earning upto $3,000 per week amounting to
more than $150,000 a year easily.
There are unlimited earning opportunities, with the right mix of
knowledge, search engine optimization and promotional techniques.

When you sow the seed of trust in us,
you reap nothing but high revenues.

www.stellarinfo.com
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THE
BENEFITS

Our afﬁliate program offers lucrative beneﬁts for
afﬁliates with high commission on every sale.
Aﬃliates enjoy beneﬁts of trust worthy relationships & great
support from dedicated managers to help them grow their
businesses.

HIGHER COMMISSION RATES

HIGH CONVERSION RATE

Industry’s best commission rate to our
aﬃliates - upto 50% per sale

Our software has great demand and
high EPC of USD 35

Get higher earnings by selling software
priced from $39 to $999

Earn high commission for the visitor
you send to our product page

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

AFFILIATE SUPPORT

We provide promotional material
including banners, boxshots & more

We have dedicated and experienced
aﬃliate account managers to assist

We make selling and marketing our products
simple and easy

We help you resolve your queries and
increase your sales

180 DAY COOKIE PERIOD

REGULAR UPDATES

We allow 180 days cookie period to
ensure that you don’t miss any sales

Regular email notiﬁcations & updates
with new creatives to help you

No more missed opportunities with
our long cookie period

We provide you with all the resources so you
have regular updates & marketing material

www.stellarinfo.com
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AFFILIATE
COMMISSION
RATE

We empower afﬁliates with higher commissions
who are committed to building a stronger
relationship with us.
We have three simple bands for commission rates depending
on the sales through your referral links. The more you sell,
the higher the commission. It's that simple.

Entry level Commission

30%

40%

50%

Sales less
than $4,000
per month

Sales over
$8,000
per month

Sales over
$12,000
per month

* All coupon sites are commissioned to be 10%

YOUR PARTNER IN BUSINESS GROWTH
We work with the best aﬃliate networks and ensure that you get transparency in reporting
clicks, commissions and sales. The global networks are easy to operate and provide best
sales tracking techniques.
Our team is available to assist you from sign-up stage to on-boarding with collaterals to
increase your sales, resolve queries and help you grow your business multi-fold.

STELLAR’S AFFILIATE NETWORKS
Choose any one of the following:

www.stellarinfo.com
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SUCCESSFUL
AFFILIATES

Join the list of our successful afﬁliates who have
earned thousands of dollars by promoting our
software.
We provide you all resources like product training, marketing
collaterals, guided support etc. to make it super simple for you
to promote and sell our software.

www.stellarinfo.com
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STELLAR’S
BEST UTILITY
SOFTWARE

Stellar offers some of the best utility software in data
recovery, migration and erasure.
We have a wide range of B2C and B2B software for data
recovery, ﬁle repair, email repair, email conversion and data
erasure for both Windows and Mac platforms.

SOFTWARE FOR CONSUMERS
Our software category consist of various award
winning data recovery, photo recovery and ﬁle repair
tools. Our data recovery tools help consumers in
getting back their lost or deleted data including
photos, music, videos, documents etc.
Our repair tools help repair corrupt or damaged
photos, videos, Word, Excel and PowerPoint ﬁles with
original formatting intact. These must have tools are
read-only software available for both Windows & Mac.

SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS
Stellar ensures that businesses get a solution as
per their requirements, be it recovering lost or
deleted data from any storage media or
repairing corrupt emails, or migrating ﬁles from
one email client to another or repairing
databases.
Stellar's B2B software simpliﬁes complex IT
administration tasks like managing MS
Exchange, MS Outlook or getting data back
from encrypted media etc., thereby helping IT
managers work eﬃciently.

www.stellarinfo.com
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FEATURED
PRODUCT
CATEGORIES
This ranges from the recovery of unintentionally lost data to
anges from the recovery of unintentionally lost data to complete

Stellar, we are committed to creating mostAt Stellar, we are committed to creating most
anced software for data care.
advanced software for data care.

ure of data when disposing oﬀ IT assets.

complete erasure of data when disposing oﬀ IT assets.

DATARECOVERY
MIGRATION
DATA
Our
recovery
consists
Ourdata
software
in thissoftware
categorycategory
helps migrate
data
of
tools boxes
that eﬃciently
permanently
& email
from onerecover
email client
to another.
deleted
or lostautomates
data like the
documents,
The software
migrationemails,
process
photos,
music
ﬁles etc.,
from allmigration.
kind of
& facilitates
complete
OS platform
storage devices working on new and legacy
operating systems.

DATABASE
REPAIR
DATA
ERASURE
Stellar’s
erasure
tools
consist
secure,
Stellar’s data
database
repair
tools
helpofrepair
and
fast
& eﬃcient
software
to permanently
erase
recover
databases
created
on Microsoft
SQL
data
withOracle,
no scope
of recovery
to maintain
server,
MySQL
etc. The
software
privacy
andpreview
conﬁdentiality,
at the
provides
of all especially
the recoverable
time
of disposal
or reallocation
your
IT
database
components
before ofthe
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assets.
recovery.

E-MAIL
REPAIR
FILE REPAIR
Our
repair
repair
andcorrupt
recoveror
Thisemail
category
oftools
toolshelp
help
repair
from
inaccessible
mailboxes
corrupt
or
damaged
ﬁles like
video ofﬁles,
photos
damaged
EDB
ﬁles, PST
ﬁlesPDF
etc. ﬁles
The software
(JPEG/JPG),
Word,
Excel,
etc., with
shows
preview
of the mailbox
its original
items
their initial
formatting
intact inand
their
before
state. the actual recovery.
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DATA MIGRATION
Our software in this category helps migrate
data & email boxes from one email client to
another with all mail items intact. The software
automates the migration process & facilitates
complete mailbox migration. Tools like EDB to
PST, OST to PST etc. are liked by IT technicians.

DATABASE REPAIR
Stellar’s database repair tools help repair and
recover databases created on Microsoft SQL
server, Oracle, MySQL etc. The software
provides preview of all the recoverable
database components before the actual
recovery.

FILE REPAIR
This category of tools helps repair corrupt or
damaged ﬁles like video ﬁles, photos,
Word, Excel, PDF ﬁles etc., with their initial
formatting intact in their original state.
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STELLAR
TOOLKITS

Specialized toolkits are available for businesses
to help them improve productivity & efﬁciency.
Software in this category consists of toolkit to manage MS
Exchange, Outlook, MS SQL etc. These are promoted by
technology aﬃliates with earning of $300 per sale.

TOOLKIT FOR EXCHANGE

TOOLKIT FOR OUTLOOK

Stellar Toolkit for Exchange is a must-have
for all Exchange Administrators. Repairs
corrupt EDB and BKF ﬁles, extracts
inaccessible mailboxes, converts OST to PST
& recovers server password to eliminate
the need for a new production server,
PowerShell knowledge, etc.

Stellar Toolkit for Outlook repairs severely
corrupt and encrypted PSTs, convert
multiple OSTs to PSTs, and reduce PST ﬁle
corruption with its ‘Split; ‘Merge’ or
‘Compact’ PST. Also, recovers lost PST
password.

TOOLKIT FOR MS SQL
It is indispensable for SQL database
administrators. The toolkit also helps to
recover SQL server passwords. The
powerful software solution repairs,
recovers, and restores all database
objects and maintains database integrity.

www.stellarinfo.com

TOOLKIT FOR
DATA RECOVERY
Stellar Toolkit for Data Recovery is an
Enterprise-grade data recovery
solution to recover lost or inaccessible
data from logically corrupt or failed
storage devices and Windows, Mac and
Linux based systems.
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TRUST THE EXPERTS
With 25+ Years of Expertise
Stellar has established itself as "Data Care Expert" since last 25+ years. We are global leaders in
providing data recovery, data migration and data erasure software and services. We oﬀer
simple DIY software and provide professional in-lab services. Our in-house team of 100+ R&D
experts develop indigenous utility software. Today, our software have won various awards and
accolades from top media houses like TopTen Reviews, PC Mag, PC World, Techradar etc. for
their capability and performance.

3M+

25+

100+

190

HAPPY
CUSTOMERS

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

R&D
ENGINEERS

COUNTRIES
WORLDWIDE

STRONG PRESENCE
IN USA, EUROPE & ASIA

8,000+ PARTNERS
WORLDWIDE

OUR
STRENGTHS

ISO 9001, 27001
CERTIFIED

MICROSOFT ISV
GOLD PARTNER

24X5 CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

www.stellarinfo.com
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ACCOLADES &
ACCREDITATIONS

The commitment of our professionals in the ﬁeld
of data care has been appreciated by tech giants.
Our software and super friendly support has been recognized
by the top media houses in the industry.

A versatile and robust data
recovery utility.

Stellar Windows Data Recovery
lives up to its name, with a stellar
interface design and the power to
bring files back to life like a
self-regenerating phoenix.

Our tests have shown that
Stellar Data Recovery is a very
efficient data recovery solution.

Stellar's Photo Recovery
software is an effective
package for recovering
documents, photos, video
clips and audio tracks that
you’ve accidentally deleted.

Whether you’ve lost data due to
system failure or carelessness,
Stellar Phoenix is one of your
best options for getting your
files back.

Stellar Exchange Toolkit is a
good suite of products that
works correctly and is easy
and, in general, intuitive to
use.

It helps inexperienced users
perform operations easily with
the help of a clean and intuitive
interface.

The best way of protecting your
data, if your backup has failed.

www.stellarinfo.com
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TECH
GIANTS
REVIEWS

Top Media houses have reviewed our software
over the years & have rated us as the best.
The products at Stellar are powerful and easy to use in the
most critical data situations and thus the chosen ones by big
tech houses.

EDWARD MENDELSON

SUZANNE HUMPHRIES

Editor

Electronics & Software Writer

For beginners and non-technical users,
Stellar Data Recovery for Windows is
the obvious ﬁrst choice among data
recovery software. A beautifully
designed, eﬃcient interface makes the
program a pleasure to use.

It successfully recovered all lost and
reformatted JPG and raster images in
our tests, and it also had solid recovery
rates for production images and vector
images. The program’s interface is
clean and well-designed.

www.stellarinfo.com
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USA
48 Bridge Street Metuchen,
New Jersey 08840, United States

NETHERLANDS
Zonnebaan 39, 3542 EB Utrecht,
Netherlands

INDIA
(HEAD OFFICE)
D-16, Infocity Phase-II Sector-33,
Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India

BECOME AN AFFILIATE
LET’S GET STARTED
www.stellarinfo.com
partnerenquiry@stellarinfo.com
affiliates.stellar

Know more about us,
Scan the given QR code
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